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We report a combined experimental and theoretical study of collision-induced dipolar relaxation in a cold
spin-polarized gas of atomic nitrogen (N). We use buffer gas cooling to create trapped samples of 14Na n d
15N atoms with densities (5 ± 2) × 1012 cm−3 and measure their magnetic relaxation rates at milli-Kelvin
temperatures. These measurements, together with rigorous quantum scattering calculations based on accurate
ab initio interaction potentials for the 7 +
u electronic state of N2 demonstrate that dipolar relaxation in N + N
collisions occurs at a slow rate of ∼10−13 cm3/s over a wide range of temperatures (1 mK to 1 K) and magnetic
ﬁelds (10 mT to 2 T). The calculated dipolar relaxation rates are insensitive to small variations of the interaction
potential and tothemagnitude of thespin-exchange interaction, enabling theaccurate calibration of themeasured
N atom density. We ﬁnd consistency between the calculated and experimentally determined rates. Our results
suggest that N atoms are promising candidates for future experiments on sympathetic cooling of molecules.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.82.042718 PACS number(s): 34.50.−s, 34.80.Nz, 34.20.Cf
I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to their unique controllability, cold and ultracold
molecular gases hold promise for many research applica-
tions, ranging from quantum-information processing [1,2]
and simulation of condensed-matter systems [1] to novel
constituents of exotic quantum phases [3] and reagents for
external ﬁeld-controlled chemical reactions [4]. At present,
cold molecular ensembles can be produced by a number
of experimental techniques [1,5–10], which can be broadly
classiﬁedasdirectandindirect.Thedirecttechniquesarebased
on removing thermal energy from a pre-existing ensemble
of molecules via collisional thermalization or time-dependent
electromagnetic ﬁelds. Among the techniques of this kind are
cryogenic buffer-gas cooling [5], velocity ﬁltering [10], and
Stark and Zeeman deceleration [7–9]. The indirect cooling
methods are based on creating molecules in ultracold atomic
gasesviaphotoassociation[11,12]andsweepingadcmagnetic
ﬁeld across a Feshbach resonance [1].
While direct cooling methods produce molecules with
initial temperatures between 50 and 200 mK suitable for
cold collision experiments [5,8,9], further cooling is required
to reach the ultracold regime of interest to applications in
condensed-matter physics and quantum-information process-
ing [1]. This may be accomplished via sympathetic cooling,
a technique based on collisional equilibration of thermal
energy, which takes place when a gas of molecules is brought
into thermal contact with a cold reservoir of atoms. Because
sympathetic cooling is driven by elastic collisions, it is a truly
general technique, which has found numerous applications
*tshcherb@cfa.harvard.edu
in cold atom physics [13–15]. Most of the sympathetic
cooling experiments performed so far used alkali-metal atoms
(typically 87Rb [13,14]) because of their easy availability via
laser cooling and their attractive collisional properties, which
allow for sustainable evaporative cooling down to quantum
degeneracy.
The majority of experiments with cold molecules use
permanentmagneticorelectrostatictrapstocapturemolecules
in their low-ﬁeld-seeking Stark or Zeeman states, which
are intrinsically unstable and may decay by collisions with
backgroundgasatoms.Whileelasticcollisionsleadtocooling,
inelastic collisions heat the gas, cause trap loss, and shorten
the lifetime of trapped molecules. The number of elastic
collisions per inelastic collision must be large enough (>100)
toallowforrapidthermalizationwhilekeepinginelasticlosses
to a minimum. An ideal atomic collision partner (X)f o r
sympathetic cooling of magnetically trapped molecules must
therefore meet the following acceptability criteria:
(1) Be available in copious quantities at low and ultralow
temperatures. In particular, atoms with magnetic moments
of 1 µB or more (where µB is the Bohr magneton) can be
loaded in permanent magnetic traps via buffer-gas cooling
[6], evaporatively cooled to very low temperatures [16], and
cotrapped with molecular species [17].
(2) Have low inelastic X-X collision rates, so that sufﬁcient
density of X can be maintained in the trap at all temperatures
to allow for efﬁcient molecule thermalization.
(3) Have low inelastic collision rates with the diatomic
molecules of interest, so that elastic atom-molecule collisions
which drive thermalization occur more frequently than inelas-
tic collisions.
Previous theoretical work has addressed the optimal choice
of atomic collision partners for sympathetic cooling of
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molecular species [18–20]. The alkali-metal atoms, which
satisfy the requirements (1) and (2), have so far received
the most attention and ab initio calculations of interaction
energies and low-temperature collision properties have been
reported for the alkali-metal atoms Rb and Cs interacting
with OH [18], NH [19], and ND3 [20]. These studies have
shown that the interactions between the alkali-metal atoms
and diatomic molecules are strongly anisotropic, giving rise
to large inelastic collision rates at low temperatures, thereby
limiting the efﬁciency of sympathetic cooling [19,20]. A
recent theoretical study has shown that sympathetic cooling
of CaD(2 ) and OH(2 ) molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking
Zeemanstatesmaybefacilitatedbysuperimposedelectricand
magnetic ﬁelds [21]. We note that certain trapping techniques
employing ac electric [22], optical dipole [23], or microwave
[24] ﬁelds, allow for trapping ground-state molecules, thereby
eliminating the possibility of collisional relaxation. At their
present stage of development, however, these techniques are
less advanced than magnetic or electrostatic trapping [1].
Recently, Wallis and Hutson theoretically explored the
possibility of using the alkaline-earth-metal atoms to sym-
pathetically cool paramagnetic molecules [25]. Their ab initio
calculations on Mg + NH collisions in the presence of an
external magnetic ﬁeld demonstrated that inelastic collisions
are suppressed at low magnetic ﬁeld strengths, indicating
that sympathetic cooling of NH molecules by collisions with
laser-cooled Mg atoms might be possible [25]. However, the
detrimental inelastic collisions become very efﬁcient at large
magnetic ﬁelds, which requires precooling of molecular gas to
very low temperatures (1 mK) before the sympathetic cooling
can begin. In addition, the alkaline-earth-metal atoms in their
electronic ground states are not paramagnetic, which makes it
challengingtoproducelargenumbersofMgatomsrequiredfor
collisionalthermalization(criterion1).Thesamelimitationap-
plies to recent proposals for using laser-cooled rare gas atoms
to sympathetically cool large molecules like benzene [23].
We have recently suggested that molecular species bearing
magnetic moments can be sympathetically cooled by colli-
sions with spin-polarized nitrogen (N) atoms in a permanent
magnetic trap[17,26]. Duetotheirlargemagnetic moments of
3µB,theNatomscanbeefﬁcientlyconﬁnedinamagnetictrap
using buffer-gas cooling [6]. Previous experimental work [17]
has demonstrated that samples of N atoms with densities
∼1010–1011 cm−3 can be routinely produced and held in a
magnetic trap for as long as 10 s, allowing for cotrapping of
molecularspeciessuchasNH[17].However,thecrosssections
for inelastic relaxation in N + N collisions were not measured
in these preliminary experiments, leaving the question open of
whether N + N collisional thermalization would prevail over
two-body inelastic losses (criterion 2). While it is well known
thatthetwo-bodylossesindoublyspin-polarizedatomicgases
are induced by the magnetic dipole interaction [27], the time
scale for these processes in N + N collisions is unknown.
In addition, the density of trapped N atoms could not be
accurately determined due to the difﬁculties encountered in
N atom detection.
Here we present a combined experimental and theoretical
study of low-temperature collisions in a cold spin-polarized
gas of atomic nitrogen. We use buffer-gas cooling to trap
large numbers of 14N and 15N atoms and study their collision-
induced dipolar relaxation at milli-Kelvin temperatures. To
interpret the experimental observations, we perform accurate
ab initio calculations of the interaction potential between
two spin-polarized N atoms and rigorous quantum scattering
calculations of trap loss dynamics. By analyzing various
sources of uncertainty in our theoretical results, we infer
upper and lower bounds to the calculated relaxation rates,
which allows us to calibrate the N atom density based on the
experimental measurements of trap lifetimes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
our experimental apparatus and present measurements of
collision-induced trap loss rates for both 14N and 15N isotopes
ofatomicnitrogen.InSecs.IIIAandIIIB,wepresentabinitio
calculationsoftheinteractionpotentialsforN2 andgiveabrief
outlineofquantumscatteringcalculationsonN+Ncollisions.
Sections IIC and IIIC compare our theoretical results with
experimental data. Section IV gives a brief summary of our
results and outlines possible future research directions.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Apparatus
The experimental apparatus is similar to those described
in Refs. [17,28]. A diagram of the trapping region is shown
in Fig. 1. The trapping region is centered about a pair of
superconducting magnetic solenoids that produce a spherical-
quadrupole magnetic trap with depth of 3.8 T. For atomic
nitrogen, with a magnetic moment of 3µB, the corresponding
trap depth is about 7.6 K. The magnetic ﬁeld contours are
shown in gray in Fig. 1. In the bore of the superconducting
solenoids resides a cylindrical copper buffer gas cell, main-
tained at a temperature of about 600 mK by thermal anchoring
to a 3He refrigerator. The buffer gas cell has an aperture at
both ends of the trapping region. At one end, a 1-cm diameter
apertureallowstheatomicnitrogentoenterthetrappingregion
from a room temperature atomic beam. At the opposite end, a
3.80-cm diameter aperture allows the buffer gas to be rapidly
introduced into and subsequently removed from the trapping
region. The atomic nitrogen beam is generated using a dc
glow discharge source with N2 as the process gas, operating
at a stagnation pressure of 100 torr. The atomic source is
turned on for approximately 40 ms to load atoms into the
trapping cell. Simultaneous with the introduction of atoms
into the trapping region, 3He buffer gas is introduced into the
cell by pulsing open the cryogenic buffer gas reservoir [28].
The density of the buffer gas during loading of the atoms
is on the order of 1015 cm−3. The loading pulse of buffer
gas then exits the buffer gas cell via the 3.80-cm aperture
on a time scale of 50 ms. Following loading of N into the
magnetic trap, the ﬁnal background buffer gas density in the
trapping region is approximately 1012 cm−3. The density is
set by the rate of helium desorbing from the buffer gas cell
walls [29]. Nitrogen-helium collisions, occurring at a rate
of about 100 Hz due to residual buffer gas, pin the trapped
nitrogen temperature to the temperature of the cell walls. This
allows the trapped nitrogen temperature to be monitored using
a ruthenium oxide thermometer mounted to the cell wall. A
resistive heater mounted to the cell wall allows the nitrogen
temperature to be adjusted. The nitrogen trap loss lifetime due
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Diagram of trapping apparatus.
to these N + He elastic collisions is on the order of 100 s since
the temperature of the He buffer gas is more than a factor of
10 lower than the depth of the magnetic trap. This long trap
lifetime makes it possible to study N + N collisions that lead
to trap loss on time scales of 10 s.
B. Atomic nitrogen detection
To detect the trapped atomic nitrogen we use two-photon
absorptionlaser-inducedﬂuorescence(TALIF)[30].Weexcite
atomic nitrogen in the ground (2p3)4S3/2 state by absorbing
two photons at 206.7 nm to the excited (3p)4S3/2 state at
96750 cm−1. The excited (3p)4S3/2 state has a lifetime of
26 ns [31] and decays to the (3s)4P states, emitting light near
745 nm. A 1-m focal length lens placed outside the vacuum
chamber is used to focus the excitation laser onto the trapped
sample. The ﬂuorescence is collected using a lens mounted at
the midplane of the magnet and sent to a photomultiplier tube
for detection.
Estimation of the trapped atomic nitrogen density from
the TALIF signal is difﬁcult. Both the ﬂuorescence collection
efﬁciency and nitrogen excitation probability are required to
converttheTALIFsignaltoanabsolutenitrogendensity.From
geometric considerations and ﬂuorescence measurements us-
ing trapped NH, we estimate our ﬂuorescence collection
efﬁciency to be 10−4 [26]. This value for ﬂuorescence
collection efﬁciency we estimate to be accurate to within a
factorof3.Tocalculatethenitrogenexcitationprobability,one
needs precise knowledge of the spatial, temporal, and spectral
properties of the excitation laser. In the low intensity limit,
where depletion of the ground state and photoionization are
negligible, one can show that the total number of ﬂuorescence
photons produced from the sample is [32]
Nphoton = ˆ σ(2) E2
(hν)2

ngr(r)S2(r)dV
 ∞
−∞
F 2(t)dt, (1)
where Nphoton is the total number of ﬂuorescence photons pro-
duced per pulse, ˆ σ(2) is the effective two-photon cross section,
ngr(r) is the nitrogen ground-state density distribution, E is
the laser pulse energy, hν is the excitation laser photon energy,
and S(r) and F(t) are the normalized spatial and temporal
proﬁles of the laser beam [

S(r)dA = 1 and

F(t)dt = 1].
Here we have assumed the spatial and temporal variations
are independent. We can express the value of the spatial
integral in terms of an effective 1/e2 beam waist w0, where 
S(r)2dA = π−1w
−2
0 . Similarly, the temporal integral can be
expressed in terms of an effective pulse duration, τex, where 
F(t)2dt =

2ln(2)π−1(τex)−1. The resonant effective two-
photon cross section can be expressed as [33]
ˆ σ(2) = σ(2)g(δ = 0)G(2)(t = 0), (2)
where g(δ = 0) is the resonant line-shape factor, G(2)(t = 0)
is the second-order intensity-correlation function of the ex-
citation laser, δ is the detuning from the atomic resonance,
δ = 2ωlaser − ω0, and the line-shape factor is normalized such
that

g(δ)dδ = 1.
The spatial proﬁle of the laser at the position of the atoms
is measured using a CCD camera. The value of

S(r)2dA is
measured to be π−1(120 µm)−2.T h et e r m

ngr(r)S2(r)dV in
Eq. (1) can be evaluated in the following manner. For the trap
geometry in our experiment, the trapped nitrogen density does
not vary signiﬁcantly over the spatial proﬁle of the laser. In
the direction of propagation of the laser, the nitrogen atoms
are conﬁned to an effective length, leff = 2 mm. The term can
then be evaluated

ngr(r)S2(r)dV = n0leff

S(r)2dA, where
n0 is the nitrogen density at the center of the trap.
To monitor the temporal proﬁle of the laser we pick off a
portion of the laser beam and direct it onto a ceramic beam
dump. We then use a fast photodiode to monitor the light
scattered from the beam dump. The value of

F(t)2dt is
measuredtobe

2ln(2)π−1(9.5n s ) −1.Thephotodiodeisalso
used to monitor the laser pulse energy, E, by calibrating its
signal using a pyroelectric energy meter.
The spectral proﬁle of the pulsed laser is more difﬁcult to
characterize. The commercial Sirah pulsed dye laser uses a
Littman-Metcalf conﬁguration for the resonator cavity [34]
to produce laser light at 620 nm. The resonator cavity
has a linewidth of about 1.5 GHz and longitudinal mode
spacing of about 600 MHz. For each laser pulse, several
different longitudinal modes may lase. This is observed in
our setup using a Fizeau interferometer [35,36] as a spectrum
analyzer. The 620-nm light is subsequently frequency doubled
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Trapped nitrogen spectrum, ﬁtted to a
Lorentzian proﬁle.
in a potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal, and
the doubled light mixed with the fundamental in a beta
barium borate (BBO) crystal to produce light at 207 nm. The
shot-to-shot spectral variation of 1.5 GHz at 620 nm leads to a
variationof9GHz(0.3cm−1)attheresonantatomicfrequency.
For comparison, the expected Doppler broadening (full width
at half maximum) of the atomic transition is expected to be
300 MHz at 600 mK with Zeeman broadening of less than
100 MHz [37,38]. As a result, the value of g(0) will be
determined by the spectral properties of the laser. An upper
limit on g(0) can be determined by directly measuring the
observed nitrogen signal linewidth. Figure 2 shows a trapped
nitrogen spectrum taken at a cell temperature of 600 mK.
To acquire these spectra, we monitor the wavelength of the
excitation laser using a wave meter with resolution 0.01 cm−1
at 620 nm, corresponding to a resolution of 0.06 cm−1 at
the atomic transition frequency. Each data point represents
the average signal of three consecutive laser excitation pulses.
Theseconsecutivelaserpulseshaveacorrespondingfrequency
jitter on the order of 0.3 cm−1 at the atomic transition
frequency. The measured linewidth of 0.76 cm−1 (23 GHz)
is a result of a combination of the actual spectral linewidth
of the laser and the limited resolution of our measurement
technique.Forcalculationsinthispaper,wetakeg(0) = (2/π)
(2π × 10 GHz)−1. This value of g(0) should be good to a
factor of 2.
Finally, due to the complicated spectral mode structure of
the light at 620 nm, it is not clear what the value of G(2)(t = 0)
is for the light produced at 207 nm. In Ref. [33], Bamford and
coworkers analyze values of G(2)(t = 0) for various pulsed
laser systems. They ﬁnd G(2)(0) ranges between 1.5 and 3.0
for typical multimode pulsed laser systems, though our setup
is not directly measured in the reference. Taking a value of
G(2)(0) = 2 will be within 30% of the actual value.
The parameters to calibrate the TALIF signal are sum-
marized in Table I. Due to the large uncertainties in the
spectral properties of the excitation light and the ﬂuorescence
collection efﬁciency, the nitrogen densities calculated using
the values listed in Table I should be accurate only to within
TABLE I. Parameters and typical values for atomic nitrogen
excitation.
Description Symbol Typical value units
Two-photon cross section [40] σ(2) 1.37 10−36 cm4
Excitation pulse energy E ∼0.6m J
Beam waist w0 120 µm
Effective excitation length leff 2m m
Pulse duration (FWHM) τex 9.5 ns
Resonant line-shape value g(0) (2/π)(2π × 10 GHz)−1 s
Second-order photon G(2)(0) 2
correlation coefﬁcient
Photon collection efﬁciency α ∼10−4
an order of magnitude. Also omitted from this analysis is the
role of laser polarization and atom orientation, which would
likely introduce corrections of order unity to the calculation.
C. Experimental results
Here we present our observations of trapping of atomic
nitrogen and discuss the nature of the observed trap loss.
In particular, we are interested in the ratio of the elastic
N + N collision rate to the inelastic N + N collision rate, γ.
Measurements of both the elastic and inelastic collision rates
aredesirable,thoughtomeasureeachindependently,oneneeds
to have an absolute calibration of the atomic density. Since our
estimates of atomic N density from the TALIF signal are only
good to about an order of magnitude, we lack the information
we need to make precise measurements of the elastic and
inelastic N + N collision rates.
However,itispossibletodirectlymeasureγ withoutprecise
knowledge of our atomic nitrogen density by investigation of
the dynamics of the magnetic trap loss. Qualitatively, for very
deep traps, evaporation of the sample is suppressed, and loss
is driven by inelastic N + N collisions. For lower trap depths,
evaporative loss due to elastic N + N collisions can dominate
trap loss. By measuring trap loss due to N + N collisions over
a range of trap depths, it is possible to directly extract γ.A
discussion of our magnetic trap dynamics follows.
The expression for loss of atomic N in our magnetic trap
has the form (see Appendix A),
˙ n0 =−
1
7.6
 Kloss n2
0 −
1
τHe
n0, (3)
where n0 is the peak trap density,  Kloss  is the trap average
two-body loss rate coefﬁcient, 1/7.6 is a factor for our trap
geometry, and τHe is the 1/e lifetime associated with loss due
to atom-helium collisions.  Kloss  includes trap loss both from
atom evaporation,  Kevap , and loss from atom-atom inelastic
collisions,  Kin . The evaporative portion of trap loss can be
expressed as  Kevap =f(η) Kel , where f(η) is the fraction
of elastic collisions that lead to atom loss at trap depth η =
Ttrap/Tatom, where Ttrap is the trap depth expressed in units of
temperature,andTatom isthetemperatureofthetrappedatomic
sample. For our trap geometry, Monte Carlo simulations of
trapdynamicsyieldf(η) = 1.9(η − 3)exp(−η),whichagrees
well with analytic expressions for f(η)[ 39]. The relationship
between  Kin  and the dipolar relaxation rates derived from
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FIG. 3. (Coloronline)Timedecayoftrappednitrogen.Initialtrap
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to determine the trap loss parameters.
the quantum scattering calculations in Sec. III is given in
Appendix A. Combining these expressions, we have
 Kloss =f(η) Kel +  Kin =  Kel [f(η) + 1/γ]. (4)
Equation (4) provides an expression for extracting γ without
precise knowledge of the absolute atomic nitrogen density.
Figure 3 shows a typical nitrogen trap decay. For each data
pointinFig.3weloadNatomsintothetrapatt = 0anddetect
the remaining N atoms after waiting a period of time between
2 s and 100 s. Attempts to continually detect trapped N atoms
during a single trap loading result in rapid N trap loss, most
likely due to optical pumping. The shot-to-shot variation in N
signal is likely due to the variation of the spectral properties
of the excitation laser. We ﬁt our nitrogen time decay data to
the solution of Eq. (3) to arrive at values for  Kloss .
Values for  Kloss  are measured for values of η between 10
and 14, which correspond to Tatom between 550 and 650 mK
with magnetic trap depths between 3.3 and 3.9 T. A plot of
 Kloss versusη isshowninFig.4.ThesolidlineinFig.4isthe
ﬁttoEq.(4)with Kel andγ allowedtovaryasﬁtparameters.
Thisyieldsavalueofγexp = (6.5 ± 5.5) × 103.Figure5shows
the results of quantum scattering calculations described in the
following sections, which give γtheory = (1.0 ± 0.3) × 103 at
T = 600 mK. The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows a ﬁt of Eq. (4)
with the value of γ ﬁxed to γtheory = 1000, where the only
free-ﬁtting parameter is  Kel . The values of γexp and γtheory
are consistent, and the value of γ>1000 is favorable for
evaporative cooling of atomic N in a magnetic trap.
From the data in Fig. 4, one can calibrate the trapped
atomic nitrogen density by ﬁtting the observed loss rates to the
calculated lossrates.Whatisneeded issimplyascalingfactor,
n0 = cNnobs, to convert the observed nitrogen signal, nobs,t o
anactualnitrogendensity,n0.Substitutionofthescalingfactor
relation into Eq. (3) results in the expression,
˙ nobs =−
1
7.6
 Kloss cNn2
obs −
1
τHe
nobs. (5)
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FIG. 4. (Color online)  Kloss  versus η. The solid line is a ﬁt of
the data to Eq. (4) .T h ed a s h e dl i n ei saﬁ to ft h ed a t at o( 4) with γ
set to the value calculated in Sec. III, γtheory = 1000.
By setting the value of  Kloss  to the theoretical value
calculated as described in Sec. III and allowing cN to vary
as a ﬁt parameter, one can then ﬁt the solution of Eq. (5)t o
the observed nitrogen trap decay to arrive at a value for the
scaling factor cN. When using this calibration technique we
need to consider the systematic uncertainties associated with
arriving at the theoretical value of  Kloss . In particular, for
η>12,  Kin  accounts for 60% or 90% of the total  Kloss  for
values of γ = 6500 or 1000, respectively. Although there may
be large uncertainty in the actual value of γ,f o rl a r g eη,t h e
uncertainty in the systematic correction of  Kin  to arrive at a
total  Kloss  is only about 30%. From this calibration method
we estimate we typically trap atomic nitrogen at initial peak
densities of more than (5 ± 2) × 1011 cm−3, corresponding to
more than (3 ± 1) × 1011 trapped nitrogen atoms. The error
103
temperature (K)
γ
theory
experiment
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
104
102
FIG. 5. (Color online) The calculated (crosses) and measured
(circles) ratios γ =  Kel / Kin  for 14N. The theoretical ratios and
error bars are calculated based on the data shown in Figs. 15 and 16
as described in Sec. IIIC.
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in these nitrogen density measurements is dominated by the
systematic uncertainties associated with the model of trap loss
dynamics and the quantum scattering calculations of  Kloss ,
but also includes the statistical uncertainties associated with
the experimental measurement of  Kloss  (or equivalently cN).
The atomic nitrogen density calculated using this method
agrees with our nitrogen density estimates from the TALIF
signal to within a factor of 5, consistent with our expected
uncertainty in the TALIF signal of an order of magnitude.
This technique for measurement of the trap nitrogen density is
valuable due to technical difﬁculties associated with a direct
spectroscopic measurement of trapped atomic N.
We also observe trapping of the bosonic isotope 15Nb y
using isotopically enriched (>98%+) 15N2 as the process gas.
No differences in trap loss were observed between 15N and
14N at a trap temperature of 600 mK.
III. THEORY
A. Ab initio calculations of interaction potentials
To evaluate the potential energy curve (PEC) for the
7 +
u electronic state of N2, we use two different ab initio
approaches. The ﬁrst approach is based on the coupled cluster
method including perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)]
and extrapolation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.
The second approach uses the coupled cluster method with
full iterative triple excitations (CCSDT) and a ﬁxed basis
set with additional bond functions. The interaction energies
in both methods are calculated within the supermolecular
approach, where dimer and monomer energies are calculated
with dimer-centered basis sets. We applied the Boys and
Bernardi counterpoise procedure to correct for the basis set
superposition error.
Intheﬁrstapproach,thePECwascalculatedusingasingle-
reference restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) wave function as a
starting point, followed by a spin-unrestricted coupled cluster
treatment [41] with single, double, and noniterative triple
excitations [UCCSD(T)] as implemented in the MOLPRO suite
of programs [42]. The use of the single-reference approach
is justiﬁed because the high-spin electronic state 7 +
u can
be well described by a single determinant. For the purpose
of extrapolation to the CBS limit, we used a series of aug-
mented, correlation-consistent triple-, quadruple-, quintuple-
and sextuple-zeta basis sets of Dunning et al. [43,44]
denoted as AVTZ, AVQZ, AV5Z, and AV6Z, respectively. The
1s orbitals of N were frozen in these calculations. The inter-
action energies were calculated at 50 internuclear separations
from R = 2.5a0 to R = 50a0 and ﬁt to analytic functions of
R using the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) method
[45,46]. The radial kernel was composed of the short-range
part and the asymptotic long-range part proportional to R−6.
The smoothness of the one-dimensional kernel parameter was
set to 2 to allow for a smooth extrapolation of ab initio data
points to the asymptotic region (R>50a0).
For each R point we performed extrapolation to the CBS
limit using AVTZ, AVQZ, AV5Z, and AV6Z interaction
energies. To ﬁt the series of interaction energies we used
the empirical formula EX = ECBS + Ae−(X−1) + Be−(X−1)2
suggested by Peterson and coworkers [47,48], where X =
6 81 0 1 2 1 4
R (a.u.)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Ab initio interaction potentials for the 7 +
u
electronic state of N2 calculated as functions of the internuclear
distance. Dashed line, potential A computed using the UCCSD(T)
method; solid line, potential B computed using the MRCCSDT
method.
3,4,5,6 is the number of “zetas” in the basis set. The resulting
UCCSD(T)/CBS PEC (labeled as potential A) is shown in
Fig. 6. The potential A has a minimum at Re = 7.21a0 with a
well depth of De = 29.3c m −1.
The 7 +
u statehasalargemultiplicity,leadingonetoexpect
asigniﬁcantcontributionofhigherexcitationsintheCCSD(T)
method. In order to estimate this contribution, we included the
full iterative triple excitations in our ab initio calculations of
the interaction energy for the 7 +
u state. The inclusion of full
connected triple excitations makes the ab initio calculations
much more computationally demanding, and we employed a
singlecorrelation-consistentAVTZbasissetwithanadditional
set of 3s3p2d2f1g bond functions (BF) placed at the middle
of the N2 bond to reduce computational costs. To perform
the full multireference CCSDT (MRCCSDT) calculations, we
used the MRCC program [49]b yK ´ allay et al. [50] interfaced
with the MOLPRO code [42]. The MRCCSDT calculation used
a single-determinant RHF wave function as a reference. The
resulting MRCCSDT/AVTZ+BF PEC (labeled as potential
B) is shown in Fig. 6. The minimum of the potential B has a
well depth of De = 31.6c m −1 and is located at Re = 7.18a0.
These values may be compared with the previous ab initio
results Re = 7.5a0 and De = 21 cm−1 obtained by Partridge
et al. [51]. We note that with the same AVTZ+BF basis the
calculated well depth at the UCCSD(T) level is similar to that
of potential A. The inclusion of the full triple excitations thus
increases the well depth by approximately 7%.
To compare the asymptotic behavior of potentials A and B,
we ﬁtted their long-range parts between R = 20a0 and
R = 40a0 totheform−C6/R6 − C8/R8.Theﬁttingprocedure
yields C6 = 23.36 Eha6
0 for potential A and C6 = 24.0 Eha6
0
for potential B. These results are in close agreement with the
highly accurate value of 24.2[ 52], thereby attesting to the
accuracy of our ab initio calculations.
Table II lists the bound levels of 14N2(7 +
u ) and 15N2(7 +
u )
calculated using potentials A and B in the absence of a
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TABLE II. Rovibrational levels of N2(7 +
u ) supported by po-
tentials A and B. The level energies are given in cm−1 relative
to the N(4S3/2) + N(4S3/2) dissociation limit in the absence of a
magnetic ﬁeld. The magnetic dipole interaction is not included in the
bound-state calculations.
14N2
15N2
v,  Potential A Potential B Potential A Potential B
0, 0 −17.38 −19.10 −17.72 −19.47
0, 1 −17.08 −18.80 −17.45 −19.19
0, 2 −16.50 −18.21 −16.90 −18.63
0, 3 −15.62 −17.32 −16.08 −17.80
0, 4 −14.46 −16.14 −14.98 −16.69
0, 5 −13.01 −14.66 −13.62 −15.30
0, 6 −11.28 −12.91 −12.00 −13.66
0, 7 −9.28 −10.88 −10.12 −11.74
0, 8 −7.02 −8.57 −7.99 −9.58
0, 9 −4.51 −6.01 −5.62 −7.16
0, 10 −1.76 −3.20 −3.03 −4.51
0, 11 – −0.162 −0.221 −1.64
1, 0 −3.61 −4.30 −4.02 −4.75
1, 1 −3.41 −4.09 −3.83 −4.56
1, 2 −3.01 −3.68 −3.45 −4.16
1, 3 −2.43 −3.08 −2.87 −3.58
1, 4 −1.67 −2.29 −2.15 −2.82
1, 5 −0.75 −1.32 −1.25 −1.88
1, 6 – −0.205 −0.221 −0.79
2, 0 −0.066 −0.125 −0.129 −0.217
2, 1 −0.011 −0.055 −0.062 −0.137
magnetic ﬁeld. Both potentials are deep enough to support
three bound levels with v = 0, 1, and 2. The number of
rotational levels decreases from 10 (or 11 for potential B) for
v = 0t ot w of o rv = 2. We note the presence of accidental
degeneracies between the rotational levels corresponding
to different v: The levels v = 0, = 11 and v = 1, = 6
calculated with potential A have very similar binding energies
of −0.221 cm−1.
B. Scattering calculations
The Hamiltonian for two S-state atoms such as N(4S3/2)
collidinginthepresenceofauniformmagneticﬁeldofstrength
B may be written (¯ h = 1)
ˆ H =−
1
2µR2
∂2
∂R2R +
ˆ  2
2µR2 + ˆ V sd(R)
+ ˆ V dip(R) + ˆ HA + ˆ HB, (6)
where, µ is the reduced mass of the N2 molecule, ˆ   is the
orbital angular momentum for the collision, and R =|R| is
the interatomic separation. The Hamiltonian of the isolated
atom ν is given by
ˆ Hν = γνˆ Iν · ˆ Sν + 2µ0B ˆ Sνz −
µIν
Iν
ˆ Iνz, (7)
where ˆ Sν and ˆ Iν are the electron and nuclear spins, µ0 is
the Bohr magneton, γν is the hyperﬁne constant, and µIν
is the nuclear magnetic moment. In this work, we consider
both naturally occurring nitrogen isotopes, fermionic 14N
(Iν = 1, γ/2π = 10.451 MHz) and bosonic 15N( Iν = 1/2,
γ/2π = 14.646 MHz) [53]. The operators ˆ Sνz and ˆ Iνz yield
the projections of ˆ Sν and ˆ Iν on the space-ﬁxed quantization
axis deﬁned by the external magnetic ﬁeld. The magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction is [54]
ˆ V dip =−

24π
5
1/2 α2
R3
2 
q=−2
(−)qY2−q( ˆ R)[ˆ SA ⊗ ˆ SB](2)
q , (8)
where α is the ﬁne-structure constant, [ˆ SA ⊗ ˆ SB] is a second-
rank tensor product of atomic spin operators, and Ykq( ˆ R)
are the spherical harmonics. The vector ˆ R = R/R describes
the orientation of the N2 collision pair in the space-ﬁxed
coordinate frame.
Thespin-dependentinteractionpotentialbetweentheatoms
may be written as [54]
ˆ V sd(R) =
SA+SB 
S=|SA−SB|
S 
MS=−S
VS(R)|SMS  SMS|, (9)
where S is the total spin of the collision complex and
MS = MSA + MSB is the projection of S on the space-ﬁxed
quantization axis. In this work, we use the accurate ab initio
interactionpotentialsforthe 7 +
u electronicstateofN2 (S = 3)
calculated as described in Sec. IIIA.
Equation (9) is parametrized by four spin-dependent in-
teraction potentials of the N2 molecule correlating with the
lowest dissociation limit N(4S3/2) + N(4S3/2). In addition to
the high-spin 7 +
u potential described above, the low-spin
electronic states of 5 +
g , 3 +
u , and 1 +
g symmetries (S = 2,
1, and 0) should be taken into account. While the X1 +
g and
A 5 +
g electronic states were subject to several theoretical
studies [55,56], no high-quality ab initio calculations are
available for the A3 +
u electronic state. In the absence of
more accurate information, we choose to parametrize the
spin-dependent interaction (9) by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
[57–59],
ˆ V sd(R) = V si(R) − 2J(R)ˆ SA · ˆ SB, (10)
whereV si isaspin-independentinteractionpotential,andJ(R)
is the spin-exchange (SE) coupling strength. It follows from
Eq. (10) that the interaction potentials for the spin states S and
S − 1 differ exactly by twice the SE coupling strength,
VS(R) − VS−1(R) = 2SJ(R). (11)
Equation (11) allows us to obtain the four PECs in Eq. (9)
in terms of two parameters: (i) the potential energy curve for
the 7 +
u state calculated in Sec. IIIA and (ii) the SE coupling
strength J(R). For the latter, we use the expression derived by
Smirnov and Chibisov [57–59],
J(R) = CRαe−βR, (12)
whereβ =
√
8I andα = 7/β − 1areexpressedviatheatomic
ionization energy I (0.53412 Eh for the N atom): β = 2.0671
a
−1
0 and α = 2.3864. In Sec. IIIC, we will use C as a free
parameter to vary the magnitude of the SE coupling in order
to explore the sensitivity of scattering cross sections to the
interaction potential.
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If the weak hyperﬁne interaction of 14N is neglected (see
Appendix B for a justiﬁcation), the wave function of the
N2 collision complex can be expanded in direct products of
electronic spin functions and partial wave states,
  = R−1 
MSA,MSB

 ,m 
FMSAMSB m (R)φ
η
MSAMSB m ( ˆ R), (13)
where
φ
η
MSAMSB m  =
1

2

1 + δMSAMSB
	
1/2
 SAMSA
 SBMSB

+η(−)  SBMSB
 SAMSA


| m  , (14)
|SνMSν  are the electronic spin basis functions of individual
atomsAandB,MSν aretheprojectionsofSν onthespace-ﬁxed
quantization axis, and | m  =Y m ( ˆ R). The direct-product
basis (14) is properly ordered (τA  τB) and symmetrized to
account for the quantum statistics of indistinguishable bosons
(15N, η = 1, even  ) or fermions (14N, η =− 1, odd  ).
The matrix elements of the spin-dependent interaction
potential (9) in the symmetrized basis are

φ
η
MSAMSB m 
  ˆ V sd φ
η
M 
SAM 
SB  m 
 

=
δ   δm m 
  
1 + δMSAMSB
	
1 + δM 
SAM 
SB
	
1/2
×

SAMSA
 
SBMSB
  ˆ V sd SAM 
SA
 SBM 
SB

+η(−) 
SAMSA
 
SBMSB
  ˆ V sd SBM 
SB
 SAM 
SA


. (15)
The second term on the right-hand side (which arises from
symmetrization) can be obtained from the ﬁrst term by
interchanging the indices M 
SA ↔ M 
SB. We, therefore, only
need to evaluate the unsymmetrized matrix element,
V sd
MSAMSB m ;M 
SAM 
SB  m 
 
= δ   δm m 
 

SAMSA
 
SBMSB
  ˆ V sd SAM 
SA
 SBM 
SB

, (16)
where the subscripts SA, SB and S 
A, S 
B have been omitted
for clarity. Expanding the product of two spin functions in a
Clebsch-Gordan series [60,61], we obtain
V sd
MSAMSB m ;M 
SAM 
SB  m 
 
= δ   δm m 
 

S,MS
(2S + 1)(−)MS

SA SB S
MSA MSB −MS

×

SA SB S
M 
SA M 
SB −MS

VS(R). (17)
Because the spin-dependent interaction potential (9) is diag-
onal in the total spin S and its space-ﬁxed projection MS,
the matrix elements between the fully spin-polarized initial
state |SA,MSA = SA |SB,MSB = SB  and all other spin states
vanish identically. Thus, in the absence of the magnetic dipole
interaction(seebelow),spin-polarizedatomscanonlyundergo
elastic scattering.
The matrix elements of the magnetic dipole interaction can
be derived as described elsewhere [54,62,63]. Here, we only
present the ﬁnal result,
V
dip
MSAMSB m ;M 
SAM 
SB  m 
 
=−
√
30α2
R3

q
(−)m +SA+SB−MS[(2  + 1)(2   + 1)]1/2
×[(2SA + 1)SA(SA + 1)]1/2[(2SB + 1)SB(SB + 1)]1/2
×

  2   
000

  2   
−m  −qm  
 

×

qA,qB

112
qA qB −q

SA 1 SA
−MSA qA M 
SA

×

SB 1 SB
−MSB qB M 
SB

. (18)
Unlike the interaction potential (9), the magnetic dipole
interaction does not conserve MS and couples the fully
spin-stretched state |SA,MSA = SA |SB,MSB = SB  to other
spin states, thereby inducing spin-ﬂipping transitions. By
transforming Eq. (18) to the total spin representation, one
can show that the matrix elements of the magnetic dipole
interaction vanish identically unless S − S  = 0, ± 2[ 62,64].
Thus, the mechanism of dipolar relaxation in collisions of
fully spin-polarized N atoms is completely determined by
the electronic states of 7 +
u and 3 +
u symmetries [64]. This
mechanism is typical of light S-state atoms [65]. The rate
constants for dipolar relaxation can be measured by observing
collision-induced loss of atoms from a magnetic trap as
described in Sec. II.
A system of close-coupled (CC) equations for the radial
functions FMSAMSB m (R) results when the expansion (13)i s
combined with the Schr¨ odinger equation with Hamiltonian
(6). The CC equations are integrated numerically on a radial
grid extending from R = 4.0a0 to R = 50.0a0 with a constant
spacing of 0.04a0 using the improved log-derivative algorithm
[66]. The calculations are carried out separately for each total
angular momentum projection M = MSA + MSB + m , which
is conserved for collisions in external ﬁelds. The scattering
S matrix is computed directly in the uncoupled basis (14)
and used to evaluate the cross sections for collision-induced
transitions between different Zeeman states [67–69],
σMSAMSB→M 
SAM 
SB
=
π

1 + δMSAMSB
	
2µEC

M

 ,m 

  ,m 
 
 δMSAM 
SAδMSBM 
SBδ   δm m 
 
−SM
MSAMSB m ;M 
SAM 
SB  m 
 
 2, (19)
where EC is the collision energy, and the factor (1 + δMSAMSB)
accounts for the indistinguishability of colliding atoms. In
order to make sure that our numerical results are correct, we
repeated scattering calculations with a different code [64] and
obtained the same results. A total of 64 channels were coupled
for M = 0, corresponding to the partial wave states with  <
 max = 13. The calculated elastic and inelastic cross sections
wereconvergedtobetterthan3%withrespecttotheinitialand
ﬁnal integration distances and  max for all collision energies
and magnetic ﬁelds studied in this work.
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By averaging the symmetrized cross sections (19) over
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of collision energies in
the interval EC = 0.01 − 2c m −1 w i t hag r i ds t e ps i z eo f
0.01 cm−1, we obtain state-resolved dipolar relaxation rates
as functions of temperature T,
KMSAMSB→M 
SAM 
SB(T)
=

8β
πµ
1/2 
βECσMSAMSB→M 
SAM 
SB(EC)e−EC/kBTdEC,
(20)
where β = 1/kBT and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
C. Theoretical results
1. Cross sections and rate constants for dipolar relaxation
Figure 7 shows the energy levels of 14N as functions of the
applied magnetic ﬁeld. At zero ﬁeld, the ground state is split
by the hyperﬁne interaction into three levels with F = 5/2,
3/2, and 1/2. The inset of Fig. 7 shows the hyperﬁne splittings
as functions of the applied magnetic ﬁeld. As shown in
Appendix A, the hyperﬁne splittings have a minor effect on
N+Ncollisionsexceptatverysmallmagneticﬁelds(<20G),
so it is a good approximation to consider bare spin states
|SA,MSA  with MSA =− 3/2,...3/2. The magnetic trapping
experiments described in Sec. II select N atoms in the fully
spin-polarized state |S = MS = 3/2 , so in the following we
will only consider collisions of N atoms initially in this state.
The calculated cross sections for elastic scattering and
dipolar relaxation in 14N + 14N and 15N + 15N collisions
are displayed in Fig. 8 as functions of collision energy EC.
In the limit of vanishing collision energy, the variation of
the cross sections with EC is determined by the Wigner
threshold law; the cross sections for elastic scattering vary
as E2 
C and those for dipolar relaxation as E
 −1/2
C . Collisions
of identical fermions such as 14N are determined by p-wave
scattering,soboththeelasticandinelasticcrosssectionsvanish
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Zeeman energy levels of 14N as functions
of the applied magnetic ﬁeld. The inset shows details of the hyperﬁne
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spin projections MSA. The highest-energy low-ﬁeld-seeking state
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Cross sections for dipolar relaxation (solid
lines) and elastic scattering (dashed lines) in 14N + 14Na n d15N +
15N collisions plotted versus collision energy EC for B = 0.1Ta n d
C = 0. The peak around EC = 1.3c m −1 corresponds to an   = 7
shape resonance.
as EC tends to zero. The situation for the bosonic isotope
15N is the opposite: the inelastic cross section diverges and
the elastic cross section approaches a constant. At collision
energies above ∼0.01 cm−1, partial waves with  >1b e g i n
to factor in, altering the dependence of the cross sections
of collision energy, and leading to the appearance of shape
resonances. A particularly pronounced resonance at EC ∼
1.3c m −1 corresponds to the quasibound 14N2(7 +
u ) molecule
in the   = 7 rotational state.
In Fig. 9, we plot the cross sections for dipolar relaxation
as functions of collision energy and magnetic ﬁeld. Magnetic
ﬁeldsincreasethesplittingbetweentheincomingandoutgoing
collision channels and suppress dipolar relaxation [62]. The
suppression is quite pronounced at high magnetic ﬁelds (on
the order of 1 T), but does not alter the dependence of the
cross sections on collision energy. In particular, increasing the
magneticﬁeldfrom0.01to1Treducesthelifetimeofthe  = 7
shape resonance by more than two orders of magnitude, but
leaves its position intact. The same is true for the low-energy
  = 2 shape resonance in 15N. As shown in Fig. 9 for both
14N and 15N, the decrease of the cross sections with B is not
always monotonous.
As discussed in the Introduction, collisional stability is a
key ingredient to efﬁcient use of trapped atomic gases for
sympathetic cooling of molecular ensembles. Figure 10(a)
shows the rate constants for dipolar relaxation calculated by
thermally averaging the cross sections shown in Fig. 8 at a
ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld of 0.1 T. The relaxation rates for both
N isotopes display broad maxima at T ∼ 10 mK (for 14N) and
T ∼ 50 mK (for 15N). The rate for 14N features an additional
maximum near 1 K due to the   = 7 shape resonance shown in
Fig. 8. At temperatures below 5 mK, inelastic collisions occur
intheWigners-waveregime,andtherateconstantsfordipolar
relaxationtendtozerofor 14Nandapproachaconstantvalueof
5.5 × 10−13 cm3/sf o r15N. The ratios of the rate constants for
elasticscatteringanddipolarrelaxationdisplayedinFig.10(b)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) Cross sections for dipolar relaxation in 14N + 14N collisions as functions of collision energy (in cm−1)a n d
magnetic ﬁeld (in T). Note the presence of the   = 7 shape resonance marked in Fig. 8 and its evolution with magnetic ﬁeld. (b) Same but for
15N + 15N collisions. The cross sections are evaluated for C = 0.
remain high (γ>100) down to ∼10 mK for 14N and ∼2m K
for 15N. This result shows that trapped ensembles of 14N and
15N atoms with densities 1012 cm−3 will have lifetimes ∼2s
over a wide range of temperatures from 1 mK to 1 K. We note
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collisionsof 14Natoms(circles)and 15Natoms(triangles)asfunctions
of temperature. (b) Thermally averaged ratios of the rate constants
for elastic scattering and dipolar relaxation. The magnetic ﬁeld
is 0.1 T.
that because the elastic cross section for 14N becomes very
small at T<1 mK, 15N is a more promising candidate for
cooling molecules to temperatures below 1 mK, whereas both
14N and 15N isotopes appear suitable for sympathetic cooling
to temperatures above 1 mK.
Figure 11 shows the temperature dependence of state-
to-state rate constants for dipolar relaxation in 14N + 14N
collisions (20). The single spin-ﬂip transition |MSA = 3/2 
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FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Partial rate constants for dipolar
relaxation in 14N + 14N collisions as functions of magnetic ﬁeld
calculated with potential A for (a) T = 0.6K ,( b )T = 0.1Ka n d
C = 0. The total rate constant for dipolar relaxation is shown by the
dashed line.
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|MSB = 3/2 →| M 
SA = 1/2 |M 
SB = 3/2  dominates over
the whole range of magnetic ﬁelds at both 0.1 and 0.6 K, and
the double spin-ﬂip transition |MSA = 3/2 |MSB = 3/2 →
|M 
SA = 1/2 |M 
SB = 1/2  is the next most efﬁcient. The rate
constants for other transitions (changing MS by 2 or more) are
negligibly small.
2. Sensitivity of trap loss rates to the interaction potential
In order to verify the reliability of our scattering calcula-
tions, it is essential to analyze various sources of uncertainty
that can affect the accuracy of numerical results for the
dipolarrelaxationcrosssectionsandtraplossrates.Inaddition
to numerical convergence (Sec. IIIB) and the neglect of
the hyperﬁne interaction (Appendix B), we consider two
additional sources of uncertainty, of which the ﬁrst arises
from neglecting the SE interaction [setting C = 0i nE q .( 12)]
and the second from inaccuracies in the ab initio interaction
potential for the 7 +
u state of N2 calculated in Sec. IIIA.
To examine the sensitivity of the calculated dipolar re-
laxation rates to the SE interaction, we calculated the rates
(A3) as functions of the SE parameter C (12). To estimate the
range of C,w eu s e dt h eab initio results available for the 5 +
g
electronic state. Figure 12 shows the PEC for the 5 +
g state
of N2 calculated for selected values of C using Eqs. (11) and
(12). In the absence of the SE interaction, the 5 +
g potential
is identical to the 7 +
u potential. As C increases, the 5 +
g
potential becomes deeper and shifts toward smaller R. While
the Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian (9) cannot accurately
describe the shape of the ab initio PEC for the 5 +
g state [56],
the long-range part of the curve is fairly well reproduced at
C = 0.3 Eh. Based on the comparison presented in Fig. 12,
we choose to vary C in the range from 0 to 0.5 Eh w i t hag r i d
step of 0.05 Eh.
AsshowninFig.13,therateconstantsfordipolarrelaxation
(A3) do not vary strongly with C, except at the lowest
temperature studied (0.1 K). The dependence of the calculated
rates on C is not monotonous, and the largest deviation from
567 8
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parameter C indicated in the graph. The MRCI+Q results of
Partridge et al. [56] are shown by triangles.
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FIG. 13. (Coloronline)Rateconstantsfordipolarrelaxation(A6)
calculated for 14N + 14N as functions of the SE parameter C for
T = 0.6Ka n dC = 0. λ = 1 corresponds to unscaled potential B.
C = 0 values used as a reference in this work does not exceed
15 %. A similar lack of sensitivity has recently been observed
in quantum calculations of dipolar relaxation in collisions of
spin-polarized Eu atoms [70]. We emphasize, however, that
the SE interaction in the Eu2 collision complex is several
orders of magnitude weaker than in N2, so the range of SE
splittingsprobedinRef.[70]wasmuchnarrowerthanexplored
inthiswork.TheresultspresentedinFig.13,therefore,suggest
that the rate constants for dipolar relaxation are insensitive to
much larger variations of the SE interaction (on the order of
several eV).
Tounderstandhowthecalculatedinelasticratesareaffected
by the uncertainties in the 7 +
u interaction potential, we
scaled the potential by a constant factor λ and calculated
the temperature dependence of  Kin  for 20 equally spaced
values of λ in the interval 0.9–1.1 (λ = 1 corresponds to
unscaled potential B). The relatively small range of λ chosen
reﬂects the high level of accuracy of the ab initio interaction
potential presented in Sec. IIIA (<10%). Figure 14 shows
the dependence of  Kin(λ)  for three selected temperatures.
At T = 0.6 K, the variation of  Kin  is within 15% for
the whole range of λ, demonstrating that our results are
robust against both lessening (λ<1) and deepening (λ>1)
of the interaction potential. The sensitivity of the calculated
relaxation rates to λ increases at low temperatures, reaching a
maximum at T = 0.1 K. This is an expected result since the
variationofthecrosssectionwithλshouldbemostpronounced
intheultracoldlimit,wherethes-wavescatteringcrosssection
exhibits a resonance-like variation as a function of λ [71].
Figure 15 shows the temperature dependence of the
calculated dipolar relaxation rates for 14N + 14N collisions.
The error bars represent maximum possible deviations from
the mean value of  Kin  deﬁned as the value calculated
in the absence of the SE interaction (C = 0) for unscaled
potential B (λ = 1). We evaluate the error bars by ﬁnding
the extrema of the calculated functions  Kin(λ)  and  Kin(C) 
for each T. The rate constants decrease and the error bars
shrink with increasing temperature. The results presented
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Rate constants for dipolar relaxation
(A6) calculated for 14N + 14N as functions of the potential scaling
parameterλforT = 0.6KandC = 0.λ = 1correspondstounscaled
potential B.
in Table III indicate that while imperfections in the 7 +
u
interaction potential are the dominant source of uncertainty
at temperatures below 0.6 K, omission of the SE interaction
introducesthesameamountoferroratT = 0.6Kandbecomes
the major source of uncertainty above this temperature. From
Figs. 13 and 14, we observe that scaling the interaction
potential tends to increase the inelastic rates, whereas varying
the strength of the SE interaction does not always lead
to the monotonous variation. As a result, uncertainties in
the interaction potential determine the upper error bar at
T  0.6 K, and those in the SE interaction determine the
lower error bar at all temperatures.
Figure 16 shows the variation of the elastic collision rates
for 14N + 14N with λ. Strong sensitivity to λ is apparent over
the whole temperature range. As discussed in Sec. IIC,t h e
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FIG. 15. (Coloronline)Rateconstantsfordipolarrelaxation(A6)
calculated for 14N + 14N as functions of temperature. The error bars
are calculated as explained in the text (see also Table III).
TABLE III. The calculated rate constants  Kin  for 14N (in units
of 10−13 cm3/s) versus temperature (in K). The maximum relative
uncertainties with respect to the mean value calculated for potential
B,C = 0,and λ = 1 arepresented inthe thirdcolumn. Theerror bars
are based on two sets of calculations using (i) λ = 0.90,...,1.10
with a grid spacing of 0.01 for C = 0 and (ii) C = 0,...,0.5 Eh
with a grid spacing of 0.05 Eh for λ = 1. Also indicated are the
dominant sources of uncertainty in the calculated rates arising from
inaccuracies in the 7 +
u interaction potential (IP) and omission of the
SE interaction (SE).
Temperature  Kin  Uncertainty (%) Source
0.1 3.8
+7
−0.6 184.2 IP
0.2 4.5
+2.6
−0.5 57.8 IP
0.3 4.3
+1.1
−0.5 25.6 IP
0.4 4.0
+0.7
−0.5 17.5 IP
0.5 3.7
+0.5
−0.4 13.5 IP
0.6 3.4
+0.4
−0.4 11.8 IP and SE
0.7 3.2
+0.2
−0.4 12.5 SE
calculated ratio of the rate constants for elastic scattering and
dipolar relaxation in 14N + 14N collisions is consistent with
the measured value of γ shown in Fig. 5.
We note that the uncertainties arising from lack of knowl-
edge of the SE interaction can be reduced by performing
calculations with the accurate ab initio interaction potential
for the 3 +
u electronic state of N2, that is, using the exact
Eq.(9)insteadoftheapproximateHeisenbergparametrization
(10). Such calculations are currently in progress [72], and
preliminary results show that the calculated relaxation rates
are very close (within 5%) to the results obtained with the
SE interaction omitted, thereby lending support to our claim
that the major source of uncertainty in the calculated dipolar
relaxation rates comes from the interaction potential for the
7 +
u electronic state, rather than the SE interaction.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Elastic collision rates for 14N + 14N
averaged over the magnetic ﬁeld distribution of the trap as functions
of temperature.
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IV. SUMMARY
Wehavepresentedacombinedexperimentalandtheoretical
study of collisional properties of cold spin-polarized atomic
nitrogen.Wehavetrappedlargenumbersof 14Nand 15Natoms
for tens of seconds and measured their dipolar relaxation rates
at 600 mK. Based on these measurements and theoretical
calculations of trap loss rates, we have determined the number
density of trapped N atoms to be (5 ± 2) × 1011 cm−3.
Our theoretical analysis of dipolar relaxation in N + N
collisions is based on accurate ab initio interaction potentials
for the 7 +
u state of N2 computed using highly correlated cou-
pled cluster methods (Sec. IIIA). By solving the multichannel
scattering problem, we obtained the cross sections and rate
constantsfordipolarrelaxationinN+Ncollisionsoverawide
range of collision energies and magnetic ﬁelds (Sec. IIIB).
The calculated relaxation rates for both 14N and 15N isotopes
aresimilarinthemultiplepartialwaveregime(T>5mK),but
display a very different behavior at ultralow temperatures due
to the effects of quantum statistics (Figs. 9 and 10). The rate
constants for dipolar relaxation in N + N collisions are on the
order of 10−13 cm3/s, indicating that spin-polarized N atoms
are stable against collisional relaxation in the temperature
range between 1 mK and 1 K. The results presented in Fig. 10
indicate that sympathetic cooling of paramagnetic molecules
with N atoms will be efﬁcient provided the probabilities for
inelasticrelaxationinN-moleculecollisionsarenotverylarge.
AtT<1mK,theelasticcrosssectionfor 14N+ 14Ndecreases
dramatically and the elastic-to-inelastic ratio for 15N + 15N
drops below 100 (Fig. 10). Thus, neither 14N nor 15N appears
suitable for sympathetic cooling of molecules below 1 mK. It
might be possible to further reduce the temperature of trapped
molecules via evaporative cooling at low magnetic ﬁelds [69]
once N atoms are removed from the trap.
Inagreementwitharecenttheoreticalstudyofdipolarrelax-
ation in Eu + Eu collisions [70], we found that the calculated
rate constants for trap loss in collisions of spin-polarized N
atoms are not sensitive to the magnitude of the SE interaction.
We identiﬁed inaccuracies in the interaction potential for the
7 +
u electronic state of N2 as the major source of uncertainty
in our theoretical results. These inaccuracies (on the order
of 10%) lead to large variations of the calculated relaxation
rates at temperatures below 0.1 K (Fig. 14), but have a minor
effect at the experimental temperature of 0.6K( F i g .15 and
Table III), enabling accurate calibration of the trapped N atom
density(Sec.II).TheresultsshowninFig.15demonstratethat
rigorous quantum scattering calculations based on ab initio
interaction potentials are capable of providing quantitative
accuracy required for the interpretation of cold collision
experiments in the temperature range between 0.1 and 0.7 K.
The calculated rate constants for dipolar relaxation at
temperatures below 0.1 K (Fig. 10) are subject to large
uncertaintiesarisingfromimperfectionsinabinitiointeraction
potentials. As shown in Fig. 15, the calculated trap loss rates
at T = 0.1 K are only accurate to within a factor of 3. At
lower temperatures, scattering resonances similar to those
s h o w ni nF i g .8 may have a profound effect on collision
dynamics. The positions and widths of these resonances
are extremely sensitive to tiny variations in the interaction
potentials and hence cannot be predicted quantitatively. As
in the case of ultracold collisions of alkali-metal atoms [11],
empirical adjustment of the ab initio interaction potentials
may be required to obtain quantitative agreement with future
experimentalstudiesofN+Ncollisionsattemperaturesbelow
0.1 K.
Our ﬁndings indicate that spin-polarized nitrogen atoms
may have favorable collisional properties over a wide range
of temperatures and magnetic ﬁelds, making them promising
candidates for future experiments on sympathetic cooling of
open-shellmoleculessuchasNH[17]totemperatures∼1mK.
A detailed study of cold N + NH collisions in a magnetic
trap will be presented in future work [73]. The moderate
magnetic moment of N atoms (3µB) is large enough to enable
efﬁcient magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling [17,26]
andsmallenoughtomakecollision-induceddipolarrelaxation
inefﬁcient. The latter property is particularly important since
large inelastic loss rates recently observed in collisions of
highly magnetic atoms [74,75] make these atoms unsuitable
for sympathetic cooling of molecules in permanent magnetic
traps.
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APPENDIX A: RATE EQUATIONS
Here, we present the derivation of the rate equation (3).
Assuming that the process of trap loss is irreversible, the time
decay of trapped N atom density n due to dipolar relaxation
in binary N + N collisions can be described by the following
rate equation [11,67]:
−˙ n =

M 
SA,M 
SB
wM 
SAM 
SBK 3
2
3
2→M 
SAM 
SB
(B,T)n2, (A1)
where K 3
2
3
2→M 
SAM 
SB
(B,T) are state-resolved rate constants for
dipolarrelaxation(20).TheweightingfactorsinEq.(A1)serve
todistinguishbetweensinglespin-ﬂipcollisions,inwhichonly
one atom is lost (w 1
2
3
2 = 1) and double spin-ﬂip collisions, in
which both atoms are lost (w 1
2
1
2 = 2). Taking into account
only the dominant relaxation channels shown in Fig. 11,w e
can rewrite the rate equation (A1)i nt h ef o r m ,
−˙ n = Kin(B,T)n2, (A2)
where
Kin(B,T) =
1
2

2K 3
2
3
2→ 1
2
1
2(B,T) + K 3
2
3
2→ 1
2
3
2(B,T)


, (A3)
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is the total rate constant for trap loss and the factor of 1/2
is introduced to account for indistinguishability of collision
partners[67].Theright-handsideofEq.(A3)canbeevaluated
in terms of the partial rate constants given by Eq. (20).
The rate constants deﬁned by Eq. (A3) characterize the
dynamics of dipolar relaxation in the presence of a uniform
magnetic ﬁeld. The trapping ﬁeld generated in our apparatus
(Fig. 1) is, however, highly inhomogeneous, so the calculated
loss rates (A3) should be averaged over the magnetic ﬁeld
distributionofthetrap.Todothis,weassumeatrappedsample
density distribution of the form,
n(r) = n0U(r,T), (A4)
where U(r,T) = exp[−µB(r)/kBT] is the magnetic ﬁeld
distribution of the trap, n0 is the density of N atoms at the
trap center, B(r) is the trapping ﬁeld, and T is the atom
temperature. The trapping ﬁeld is calculated numerically from
the known electromagnetic coil proﬁles, and then ﬁt to an 11
term polynomial [26].
Integration of Eq. (A2) over the trap volume using the
density distribution of Eq. (A4) yields an expression for total
trap loss,
−˙ n0 =

Kin(B(r),T)U(r,T)2dV

U(r,T)dV
n2
0 =
1
7.6
 Kin(T) n2
0,
(A5)
where
 Kin(T) ≡

Kin(B(r),T)U(r,T)2dV

U(r,T)2dV
(A6)
is the average rate constant for trap loss, and the value of
1/7.6 comes from the numeric evaluation of the expression 
U(r,T)2dV 
U(r,T)dV ≈ 1
7.6 for the experimental trap geometry (Fig. 1)
[26].
APPENDIX B: HYPERFINE INTERACTION
In order to justify the approximation of neglecting the
hyperﬁne structure we made in Sec. IIIA, we performed test
calculations of 14N + 14N collisions with the hyperﬁne struc-
ture included. The results for EC = 0.6 K and C = 0.5Eh are
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Cross sections for inelastic relaxation
in collisions of 14N atoms in the low-ﬁeld-seeking hyperﬁne states
jj, kk,a n dll (solid lines) and jk, kl, jl (dashed lines) calculated
for EC = 0.6Ka n dC = 0.5Eh. Also shown are the cross sections
calculated with the hyperﬁne interaction omitted (triangles) for the
|MSA = 3/2 |MSB = 3/2  initial channel. The hyperﬁne levels are
labeled as shown in the inset of Fig. 7.
shown in Fig. 17. The inelastic cross sections for N atoms
colliding in the uppermost Zeeman state l (Fig. 7) are identical
to those calculated with the hyperﬁne structure omitted, as
expected for the fully spin-polarized Zeeman states. When the
atoms collide in partially polarized Zeeman states j or k at
B<10 mT, they can exchange spin angular momentum via
theSEinteraction(9).Thecrosssectionsforcollision-induced
SE relaxation are typically much larger than those for dipolar
relaxation [11], so the inelastic cross sections increase by a
factor of 50–100 as shown in Fig. 17.A sB increases, the
statesj,k,and convergetothesamelimitMS = 3/2,andthe
inelastic cross sections decrease monotonically, approaching
the same limiting value calculated without taking into account
the hyperﬁne structure (Sec. IIIA). At the temperature and
trap depths for the experiments described in Sec. II, N atoms
at ﬁelds below 10 mT account for less than 10−4 of the
total number of trapped atoms, and, therefore, do not make
a signiﬁcant contribution to the total trap loss rate.
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